
TECHNICAL BRIEF

A large-scale enterprise email security study shows a massive 
10.5% failure rate1 in the detection of email messages that 
contain spam, phishing, and malware attachments, allowing 
dangerous content to land undiscovered in users’ email inboxes.

Application isolation provides security while 
preserving user workflows
The defensive perimeter has now shrunk down to the 
application level, where a last line of defense is needed 
to ensure email attachment safety. Bromium forgoes 
detection in favor of isolation and eliminates remediation by 
containing email attachment threats away from the host using 
virtualization-based security. 

STOP MALICIOUS 
EMAIL  ATTACHMENTS

Detection alone cannot secure email 
attachments
Relying solely on detection as a defensive strategy for email 
attachments doesn’t work well enough at enterprise scale. 
Regardless of where it’s deployed in the infrastructure or what 
new and advanced techniques are used, detection will never 
reach 100% effectiveness. Whether by signatures, heuristics, 
artificial intelligence, or machine learning, full-stack detection 
rarely exceeds high-90% effectiveness. Detection typically 
lags the latest attacker techniques, creating windows of 
vulnerability that attackers rely on to breach organizations 
using malicious email attachments. 

Though useful against many traditional threats, malware 
detection for email attachments can fail at multiple 
defensive points along the kill-chain as attack techniques 
grow ever more sophisticated and the defensive perimeter 
continues to shrink:

• Pre-delivery: cloud anti-virus and static analysis

• At the perimeter: secure email gateways and  
spam filters

• In the network: suspicious file sandboxing

• On the endpoint: host-based anti-malware

• Safely open any email attachment from Outlook or 
webmail, even if it contains malware

• Eliminate restrictive IT security policies that limit access to 
email attachments

• Improve user productivity by empowering employees to 
open email attachments

99% of malware 
now has 

polymorphic 
capabilities2

“It was a very smooth deployment that had no 
impact or downtime for the end users.”

Senior IT Manager,  
Enterprise Financial Services5
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Hardware-enforced application 
isolation is a robust solution

Every time the malicious attachment (or 
a saved file) is opened, it is instantly and 
transparently hardware-isolated inside 
a single-use, disposable micro-virtual 
machine. When the file is closed, the 
threat terminates along with the micro-
VM. The full malware kill-chain is sent 
to the Bromium Controller and shared 
with all other Bromium devices on the 
organization’s network via the Bromium 
Sensor Network, further hardening the 
infrastructure and reducing the overall 
attack surface.

Continuous protection follows the  
malicious attachment

Application isolation remains in place 
and follows the email attachment, 
whether it opens directly from within 
Outlook (including preview mode), is 
downloaded to the local host PC from 
Outlook or webmail, is saved onto a 
network file share, or is edited and 
renamed—on any network and even 
when disconnected.

Bromium isolation protects against common email attachment attack vectors

23% increase in 
the cost of attacks 
in the past year4

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK

Users can safely: 

• Preview the attachment from 
within the Outlook preview 
pane

• Click to open the attachment 
in its native application 
directly from Outlook 

• Download and save the 
attachment as an isolated file 
on the host or network

• The file will open inside an 
isolated micro-VM every time 
it is accessed, on or off the 
network

THIRD–PARTY EMAIL CLIENTS

Users can safely: 

• Use various email clients as 
“ingress applications” for 
Bromium Secure Files

• Download and save the 
attachment as an isolated file 
on the host or network

• The file will open inside an 
isolated micro-VM every time 
it is accessed, on or off the 
network

WEBMAIL SITES

Users can safely: 

• Download and save the 
attachment as an isolated file 
on the host or network

• The file will open inside an 
isolated micro-VM every time 
it is accessed, on or off the 
network 

• This includes enterprise-
sanctioned webmail (e.g. Office 
365 Online) and unsanctioned 
webmail (Yahoo, Gmail, etc.) 
commonly used by employees 
to check personal email

$1,077 image 
behind is incorrect. 

should be 97%3
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How Bromium stops malicious email attachments 

1When David Jones’ resume attachment is opened, it 
is safely isolated within a micro-VM running Microsoft 
Word. A second resume from Mary Jane Wilson is also 
isolated within two separate micro-VMs—one from the 
Outlook preview pane and one from Word.

2David Jones’ resume contains ransomware, but the threat 
is safely isolated within a disposable micro-VM and never 
reaches the host. There is no breach and the system self-
remediates when the user closes the Word document, 
destroying the malware and the associated micro-VM.

3The full malware kill-chain analysis is sent to the Bromium 
Controller and shared with all other Bromium-protected 
machines on the organization’s network, including a 
detailed process interaction graph, malicious file names 
for the blacklist and much more.

Downloading and reading resumes sent via email attachments is an essential function for human resources. In this scenario, 
David Jones and Mary Jane Wilson are both applying for jobs and HR is using webmail.

A comprehensive, step-by-step behavioral event timeline 
aids Security Operations Center analysts and reverse 
engineers in understanding the malicious threat, showing 
them where to tighten the layered defenses to reduce the 
overall attack surface.
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About Bromium
Bromium is the leader in application isolation. We pioneered virtualization-based security to protect your brand, data and 
people using our patented hardware-enforced containerization with application control, and a distributed Sensor Network to 
protect across all major threat vectors and attack types. Unlike detection-based techniques, Bromium automatically isolates 
threats and adapts to new attacks using behavioral analysis, and instantly shares threat intelligence to eliminate the impact. Our 
technological innovations have earned the company numerous industry awards. Bromium counts a rapidly growing set of Fortune 
500 companies and government agencies as customers.

Shared intelligence

Bromium isolation lets malicious email 
attachment content run to conclusion 
with no impact to the user’s PC. The 
threat intelligence gained while the 
malware is executing is collected 
and disseminated throughout the 
organization as part of Bromium’s 
Sensor Network. Breachless attack 
information is shared across all 
Bromium devices in your network—
including detailed indicators of 
compromise (IOCs) and indicators of 
attack (IOAs)—instantly improving 
endpoint protection, reducing the 
overall attack surface, and enhancing 
situational awareness.

Breachless response

Bromium-isolated devices prevent 
infection and self-remediate when the 
email attachment is closed. As a result, 
no immediate remediation or cleaning 
of the PC is required when email-
delivered malware is discovered running 
on these endpoints, safely contained 

within micro-VMs. Now users can 
confidently open email attachments, 
even when detection fails.

Zero-breach is within reach 
with Bromium application 
isolation
The perimeter has shrunk down to the 
application level, where even whitelisted 
applications routinely get exploited. 
Bromium application isolation delivers 
clear benefits over detection-based 
solutions as the last line of defense, 
allowing organizations to:

• Save time and resources by 
allowing employees to open 
documents from unknown sources 
without additional verification 
steps by IT Security

• Defend against malicious email 
attachments with native application 
performance whether online or 
offline

• Stop unknown threats that bypass 
existing layered defenses to reach 
user inboxes and execute on host 
PCs

85% of malicious  
email attachments 

contain ransomware.6
IBM X-Force

$1,077 is now  
the average ransom 
demand, more than 

tripling in just the 
past year.7

Symantec ISTR 2017

“Micro-virtualization is a great 
model. It’s the way forward.”

 Gartner
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